WHAT'S YOUR ADVENTURE?
WELCOME TO HATTA

Ready For Adventure?

Hatta is known for its beautiful scenery—mountains, Wadis, Farms, Dams and fresh air. Its cooler climate and beautiful terrain provide for a relief from the city as a pleasurable and memorable escape.
Offering a wide range of fun, thrilling, and adventurous outdoor activities. Hatta is the ultimate playground for all ages.
VISIT HATTA

Go Gravity

Zorbing

Zorbing Football

Gel Ball

Tube Sliding
VISIT HATTA

Hatta ATVs

Big Plunge

Horse Riding

Splash Mountain

Archery

Axe Throwing
Glamping in the mountains, picturesque views, starry skies and peaceful settings make Hatta the idyllic location for a getaway. Choose from Mountain lodges, Air streams or grab your tent and camp with us at Hatta Wadi Hub.
Damani Lodges Resort

Cosy lodges embedded in the amazing Hatta mountains that can accommodate 2 adults. Each has a private terrace with amazing hill-top views.

BOOK NOW
Sedr Trailers Resort

Luxury trailers that can accommodate 2 adults and 2 children under 8. A true camping experience not to be missed.

BOOK NOW
Dome Tent

The newest addition to Hatta’s glamping experience with 15 dome shaped, permanent tent structures designed with panoramic windows offering majestic views of the Hatta mountain range.

BOOK NOW
Hatta Camping

Guests can bring their own Tents and Caravans and join us at Hatta Wadi Hub. Offering private spots, showers and BBQ/Fire pits to enjoy.

BOOK NOW
Happiness Farm Hatta

Sunrise Farm Hatta

The Palm House Hatta

JA Hatta Fort Hotel
Hatta Haven
DISCOVER MORE

Alberi Lodge
DISCOVER MORE

Hatta Terrace
DISCOVER MORE
DINE & SHOP

The best place to experience local cuisine, fresh Hatta grown ingredients and mountain brewed coffee. Try something different while you kick back with serene views of the landscapes or simply grab a tasty food truck treat in between your activities.

Don’t forget to stop by the gift shop at Hatta Wadi Hub and pick up a souvenir.
VISIT HATTA

LOCAL EATS

Hatta Wild Café
Located at Hatta Wadi Hub

Al Hajarain
Arabic and international restaurant
Located at the Hatta Heritage Village

Al Yamm Café
Popular for Arabic breakfast and red tea
Located in Wadi Hatta Park

Freij Hatta Café
Arabic sweets and delicacies
Located next to Wadi Hatta park (Main road)

Bab Alsham
Authentic Syrian Lebanese food.
Located opposite Hatta Fort roundabout

Tanoor Restaurant
Traditional Emirati cuisine
Located on Hatta E44 road next to Eppco
FOOD TRUCKS

Alberi Cafe
Local coffee connoisseurs
Located opposite Wadi Hatta Park

Damani Bites
Fast food truck
Located at Hatta Wadi Hub

Adrina
Italian Food truck
Located at Hatta Wadi

Doner Race Sandwich
Doner meat and sandwiches
Located at Hatta Wadi Hub.
There are lots of hidden gems and historical fantasies in Hatta waiting to be explored. Grab your map and head into the unknown to discover some of the beauty that Hatta has to offer. Don’t forget your camera!
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN NATURE

Hatta offers endless opportunities to connect with nature, take the time to explore the spectacular terrain from mountains and wadis to farms.
Hatta Hill Park

Hatta Falaj

Hatta Heritage Village

Swan Lake
VISIT HATTA

PLAN YOUR VISIT

GET HERE

DISCOVER OUR SOCIALS

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

BY DUBAI HOLDING